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Czech has a sibilant inventory that contrasts at three places of articulation: Alveolar, a pre-
post-alveolar, and palato-alveolar. The specific aim of this study is to examine the
perception of the typologically rare Czech sibilant inventory and to determine whether
acoustic-perceptual characteristics play a role in the maintenance of the Czech trill-
fricative. These results are compared to a more common three-way sibilant inventory,
Polish. Native Czech listeners performed an auditory AX discrimination task in two blocks:
A Czech block and a Polish block. Stimuli were embedded in varying levels of noise to
increase task difficulty. Signal-to-noise ratio differences affected the perception of the
Czech sibilants more than Polish sibilants. Moreover, a multidimensional scaling analysis
revealed less perceptual dispersion for the Czech inventory than the Polish inventory.
These results suggest that there is greater difficulty maintaining the Czech inventory
considering the signal-to-noise comparisons and that this a factor that contributes to its
rarity; however, similarities in perceptual dispersion indicate that maintenance across
several acoustic-perceptual cues is possible, and Czech shows few signs of losing this
typologically rare contrast.
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INTRODUCTION

The current goal is to understand how Czech listeners maintain the typologically rare trill-fricative in
relation to other sibilants in their inventory. Specifically, we tested the perception of Czech and Polish
sibilant inventories with native Czech speakers. Both languages contain coronal fricatives that
contrast at three places of articulation (Czech: alveolar /s, z/, pre-post alveolar trill-fricative /r/̝,
palato-alveolar /ʃ, ʒ/; Polish: dental /s ̪ z/̪, retroflex /ʂ, ʐ/, alveolopalatal /ɕ, ʑ/). We used the voiced
fricatives embedded in different noise levels to examine how the acoustic-perceptual qualities of
Czech and Polish inventories play a role in maintaining the synchronic Czech inventory.

While three-way sibilant contrasts are relatively rare, the most typical systems are /s, ʂ, ʃ/ and /s, ʂ,
ɕ/ (Maddieson, 1984). These inventories are thought to be common because of the acoustic-
perceptual distinctions between the different sibilants (Żygis, 2003). Only two languages appear to
contrast /ʃ/ and /ɕ/ (Żygis and Padgett, 2010), and this scarcity is potentially due to acoustic-
perceptual motivations: /ʂ, ɕ/ and /ʂ, ʃ/ are more acoustically dispersed than /ʃ, ɕ/ (Żygis, 2006).
Moreover, the findings of Żygis and Padgett (2010), who used an AX discrimination task to test the
discriminability between /s, ʂ, ɕ, ʃj/, indicated that perceptual cues may have played a role in the Old
Polish sound change from /s, ɕ, ʃj/ to /s, ʂ, ɕ/. They observed difficulty that would disfavour a
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language that utilized a /ɕ/ – /ʃ/ contrast. Finally, a
multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis indicated that the
pair /ʂ, ɕ/ was the most distinct, while /ɕ, ʃj/ and /ʂ, ʃj/ were
the most confusable, suggesting that the Old Polish historical
change from /ʃj/ to /ʂ/ occurred due to perceptual pressures.

The perceptual resilience of the modern Polish sibilant
inventory has also been investigated to understand how
contrast is maintained. Nowak (2006) compared the
perceptual cues of the three-way sibilant contrast in Polish,
examining the importance of both vowel transitions and
spectral information. Identification of alveolopalatals became
poor when the vocalic transitions for a retroflex or dental
were cross-spliced, suggesting that vocalic transitions for the
vowel following the fricative are important in differentiating
alveolopalatals from other fricatives (see also Li and Zhang,
2017 for Mandarin Chinese). Sibilant fricatives were also
presented in isolation to listeners, who were able to distinguish
sibilant fricatives based solely on spectral qualities.

In short, phonological systems appear to gravitate toward three-
way sibilant contrasts of the type /s, ʂ, ɕ/ due to pressures to maintain
perceptual contrasts between segments; however, other sibilant
inventories exist, such as the type found in Czech. Therefore, the
aim of the current research is to understand what acoustic-perceptual
cues contribute to the maintenance of the Czech inventory. To our
knowledge, Czech is the only language that contains the trill-fricative,
/r/̝; however, a few languages reportedly have a “breathy” variant of the
trill that resembles the trill-fricative (Henriksen and Willis, 2010;
Kadenge and Mudzingwa, 2012). The typological rarity of the trill-
fricative raises questions about its maintenance within Czech. Rare
segments are often uncommon either because they are difficult to
articulate (Kavitskaya et al., 2009) or because they lack robust acoustic
cues (Blevins, 2018).

Sibilant fricatives are typically defined as a subgroup of
fricatives that have high intensity noise due to the impact of
the airstream against an obstacle, such as the incisors (Shadle,
1985; 1991). Unlike non-sibilant fricatives, there are strong
perceptual correlates to the place of articulation in the spectral
properties of sibilants. Furthermore, the spectral envelope for
sibilants can be exceedingly wide compared to other
segments—up to 15 kHz—and the back cavity behind the
constriction location is inactive for generating the spectral
qualities of these segments (Toda et al., 2010).

There is also acoustic variation in three-way sibilant contrasts
across languages, even when they have the same phonemic inventory.
Lee-Kim (2011) examined the spectral moments of the three-way
sibilant contrast in both Mandarin and Polish. There was a notable
difference in the center of gravity (COG) for Mandarin /ɕ/ (∼ 8 kHz)
compared to Polish /ɕ/ (∼ 4 kHz). The acoustic differences between
these sets of sounds leave open the possibility that languages canmake
use of the acoustic-perceptual space in amultitude ofways tomaintain
contrast between sibilants in complex systems. As such, sibilant
fricative systems make robust use of multiple cues to maintain
distinctions between contrasts, and the use of cues vary dependant
on the language, even when similar sibilant contrasts are present.
Therefore, it is of interest to better understand the characteristics of the
trill-fricative and the acoustic-perceptual qualities that contribute to its
maintenance within the Czech system.

There have been many phonological analyses of the trill-
fricative, many of which focus on the fact that unlike other
obstruents in Czech that only undergo regressive voicing
assimilation, the trill-fricative assimilates to the voicing
specification of any adjacent segment either progressively or
regressively, and despite the fact that within a word it cannot
trigger voicing assimilation, it can trigger voicing assimilation
across word boundaries (Vachek, 1963; Skaličková, 1974). There
have, however, been relatively few acoustic and articulatory
studies.

Previous acoustic studies have described the trill-fricative as
having 1-2 times more tongue-palate contacts than /r/, which
vibrates 1-3 times (Dankovičová, 1997), although it has been
noted that the Czech trill-fricative is not always trilled, and its
realization is contextually dependant (Pavlík, 2013). The trill-
fricative induces a much higher spectral tilt on adjacent vowels
and a lower F1 compared to the trill, indicating a more open
glottal state consistent with breathy voice during production the
trill-fricative (Howson et al., 2014). Additionally, the trill-fricative
is produced further forward in the mouth than the contrasting
trill, /r/ (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996), and does not always
have a complete closure (Hála, 1923). Short (1987) described the
trill-fricative as a “rolled post-alveolar fricative” that does not
exhibit “ʒ”-like frication; however, Howson et al. (2015)
performed an electromagnetic articulography (EMA) study of
the Czech trill-fricative and found that the degree of tongue
grooving did not differ significantly from contrasting /ʃ, ʒ/ and
suggested that it does indeed have “ʒ”-like frication. Howson et al.
(2014) also observed significant variation in tongue posturing for
the trill-fricative compared to the trill that varied as a function of
both word-position and speaker, and there were often multiple
tongue vibrations that did not necessarily correspond to a spectral
occlusion in the acoustic signal. They also found significantly
longer open periods during vocal cord vibration for the trill-
fricative compared to the contrastive trill, indicating a more open
glottis as the primary facilitator for frication.

To maintain a three-way sibilant contrast, or indeed any complex
phonological system, robust cues to contrastive segments are required.
Otherwise, regular sound changes can and do occur (Ohala, 1981;
Ohala, 1993). The Dispersion Theory of Contrast (Flemming, 2002)
integrates three requirements for phonological contrasts. Phonological
inventories generally follow three principles: (1)maximize the number
of contrasts; (2) maximize the distinctiveness of the contrasts; and (3)
minimize articulatory effort. Principles (1) and (2) are relevant for our
current examination of the acoustic-perceptual relationships between
sibilant fricatives. We hypothesize that the integration of the trill-
fricative into the Czech acoustic-perceptual space has a dispersion
effect, causing a divergence of the three segments in the acoustic-
perceptual space. We predict that divergence will result in spacing of
each of the three segments, /z, r,̝ ʒ/, into their own distinct area of the
acoustic-perceptual space. To test our hypothesis, we utilized an AX
discrimination task of Czech and Polish sibilants embedded in
Gaussian noise. We predict that the Czech phonemic inventory
will occupy a similar “triangle” between the three segments in the
acoustic-perceptual space as Polish inventory. Moreover, we
hypothesize that multiple acoustic cues are used to maintain the
acoustic-perceptual distinction. A MDS model based on the d-prime
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data for the discrimination of each contrast is presented. The MDS
solution creates a map of the perceptual space and correlates the
d-prime data to differences in perceptual similarity within the
inventory, which is tested as a whole (Johnson, 2008). This allows
us to draw generalizations about the overall contrastiveness of the
inventories in comparison with each other and how the segments
relate to each other within the perceptual space.

Moreover, we predict that the Czech sibilant pair /ʒ/ – /r/̝ will
be poorly discriminated. Howson et al. (2015) described /ʒ/ and
/r/̝ as having similar tongue grooving, which they suggest results
in similar COG frication values. Furthermore, using historical
data, Stieber (1973) identifies transcription confusion between /ʒ/
and /r/̝, which was likely due to poor discrimination between the
segments. Within the block that has pairwise Polish sibilant
comparisons, /z/̪ and /ʑ/ will have the highest discrimination
sensitivity due to the largest COG differences (Padgett and Żygis,
2007). We also anticipate that there will be an overall better
preservation of the Polish contrasts—observed through better
perceptual discrimination—because of the acoustically dispersed
inventory currently found in Modern Polish (Padgett and Żygis,
2007). Czech will be more difficult to discriminate under higher
noise levels because of the less acoustic distinctiveness between
categories. We predict that this effect will be observed in an
interaction between Language and Signal-to-Noise Ratio. This
expectation is based on our hypothesis that a contributing factor
for the overall rarity of the Czech sibilant inventory is that it has
less robust acoustic-perceptual cues than the more common
Polish system, although it is still stable. Additionally, we
predict a general decline in discrimination sensitivity with the
addition of noise across both languages. Table 1 summarizes our
hypotheses.

METHODS

Czech, /z, r,̝ ʒ/, and Polish, /z,̪ ʐ, ʑ/, sibilants were included in an
AX discrimination task. Because Czech only contains the voiced
trill-fricative, /r/̝, only voiced segments were tested. The voiceless
variant only occurs word-finally and due to progressive and
regressive voice assimilation (Šturm, 2018). Participants heard
pairs of sounds and determined if they were the same or different.
Our predictions are outlined in Section 1.3.

Participants
Twenty-two (11 female, 11 male; mean age � 25.8 years, SD �
2.95 years) native speakers of Czech took part in the experiment.
Participants were students at Charles University in Prague and
had lived in the Czech Republic their entire life. Information

regarding their language history was collected after the
experiment, and no participants reported learning or having
any significant exposure to Polish. All participants self-
reported no history of speech or hearing impairments. All
participants were naïve to the purpose of the experiment and
provided informed written consent. They were compensated
200 Kč (Czech Koruna) for their time.

Stimuli
Auditory stimuli were recorded at the University of Toronto in a
sound attenuated booth. Two native speakers of Czech (1 female,
1 male) and two native speakers of Polish (1 female, 1 male)
produced speech tokens for their respective language. We
included a token from one male and one female speaker to
introduce additional spectral variation in the fricatives. One
token for each segment from each speaker was used in the
experiment. This resulted in six tokens per language and 12
total tokens. None of the stimuli participants self-reported speech
or hearing problems.

For the Czech stimuli, L1 speakers first repeated “The North
Wind and the Sun” twice in Czech (Dankovičová, 1997) before
recording the stimuli. This was done to help acclimate them to
speaking in Czech. Participants were then presented with a single
stimulus on a PowerPoint slide. The phonemes /z, r,̝ ʒ/ were
produced in a /Ca/ frame. Ten Distracter tokens, including
rhotics, laterals, and nasals, and posterior fricatives, were also
presented that included non-sibilant consonants, also in a /Ca/
frame. All /Ca/ tokens form nonce words in both Czech and
Polish, except za which is a preposition in both languages. Each
syllable was repeated three times before moving to the next slide.
The same method was used for Polish, except “The North Wind
and the Sun” was in Polish (Jassem, 2003) and the target
phonemes were /z,̪ ʐ, ʑ/.

During recording, stimuli were sampled at 44.1 kHz with 16-
bit depth. Stimulus duration (220 ms) and intensity (70 dB SPL)
were normalized in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2015). Pitch
contour was matched across speakers to have a flat contour with a
slight decrease (16 Hz) over time. This was accomplished by
selecting tokens that had similar pitch contours. The 220 ms
duration was chosen for two reasons: 1) the shortest fricative/
vowel sequence was 220 ms for the Czech /za/ productions, and 2)
because 220 ms included the entire duration of the fricative and
the vocalic transitions up to and including the steady state portion
of the vowel. Duration normalization was accomplished by
splicing out different sized portions of the following vowel
after its midpoint, so that the vocalic transitions from the
fricative into the vowel and up to its steady state portion were
left intact. Vocalic transitions are important for perceiving

TABLE 1 | Summary of experimental predictions.

Analysis Prediction

Czech d-prime /ʒ/ – /r/̝: lower d-prime than other contrasts
Polish d-prime /z/̪ – /ʑ/: higher d-prime than other contrasts
Language d-prime Polish d-prime across signal-to-noise levels > Czech d-prime across signal-to-noise levels
MDS comparisons Polish Perceptual Area > Czech Perceptual Area
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consonant place of articulation (Mann and Repp, 1980; Mann
and Soli, 1991; Wagner et al., 2006). No vowels were reduced to
less than 90% of their original duration. The goal of these stimuli
modifications was to eliminate non-fricative based cues. Table 2
presents the average duration of the fricative and the vowel for the
stimuli used. We also ensured that the trill-fricative contained a
trill articulation. A spectral analysis of the segments used in this
experiment was performed to ensure the presence of trilling,
which was indicated by an observable spectral occlusion. Both
stimuli contain only one clear spectral occlusion. Figure 1
presents an example spectrogram from the female Czech
speaker. The arrow identifies the spectral occlusion.

Each token was embedded in five noise conditions to generate
different signal-to-noise ratios: +10 dB, +5 dB, 0 dB, −5 dB,
−10 dB. To maintain a constant intensity for each token, the
noise level for the −5 and −10 dB conditions were set to 70 dB and
the speaker tokens were modified to 65 and 60 dB, respectively.
Random Gaussian noise was subsequently overlaid atop the
syllables. The motivation for including noise was to counteract
potential ceiling effects for L1 Czech listeners discriminating
native phonemic contrasts. Moreover, real communication
often takes place in noisy environments and noise can be used
to simulate imperfect conditions.

The mean COG for the fricatives and F1 and F2 of the
following vowels were calculated for the tokens used in this
experiment to correlate perceptual observations with the
acoustic qualities of the stimuli. Fricative measurements were
based on a 30 ms window at the midpoint of the fricative because
a larger window yields better frequency resolution (Jongman
et al., 2000). F1 and F2 transitions were calculated using a Burg
analysis over a 30 ms window starting at the onset of the vowel.
This was done to inform conclusions drawn from perceptual
dissimilarities between pairs of sounds and phonetic inventories.
Table 2 also presents the results from the COG and formant
measurements.

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS; Torgerson, 1952; Gower,
1966) plots were generated for each acoustic measurement and
are presented Section Multi-Dimensional Scaling Results. The
input dissimilarity matrix was generated by subtracting the
smaller value from the larger value in a pair of sounds to
include only positive values (e.g., COG: Czech z - Czech r:̝
7,840 Hz - 4,710 Hz, Δ � 3,130 Hz). The resulting Hz values
were then converted to Event Related Bandwidths (ERB) and
used to generate an input matrix of the degree to which each
segment differentiated with respect to either COG, F1, or F2.
Because this was only done using the stimuli in the discrimination
experiment, inferential statistics could not be performed due to
the small sample.

Procedure
Participants were seated in front of a computer monitor in a quiet
room. Instructions were both verbally provided in Czech and
presented on the computer screen at the start of the experiment.
Participants wore Sony MDR-7506 Headphones. Volume was
adjusted to a comfortable listening level prior to the experiment
and remained constant across all participants.

Trials contained two auditory stimuli in an AX discrimination
paradigm (Creelman and Macmillan, 1979). Stimuli were
delivered using DMDX (Forster and Forster, 2003). Each trial
began with a fixation point “+”, followed by the presentation of
the first auditory stimulus of the pair. The inter-stimulus interval
was 500 ms, after which the second auditory stimulus of the pair
was presented. Inter-stimulus intervals of this duration elicit
behavioural responses that reflect acoustic-phonetic processing
(Werker and Logan, 1985; Gerrits and Schouten, 2004).
Participants were instructed to identify whether the
consonants were the same or different, to respond as quickly,

TABLE 2 | Mean spectral and duration measurements for the Czech and Polish sibilants in their respective experimental blocks. Duration measurements are provided in
milliseconds. Spectral measurements are provided in Hz (ERB in brackets).

Experimental block Duration measurements Spectral measurements

Czech Polish Fricative Vowel COG F1 F2

z — 91 129 7,840 (33.11) 527 (11.10) 1,403 (18.26)
r ̝ — 95 125 4,710 (28.55) 495 (10.70) 1,545 (19.03)
ʒ — 96 124 4,023 (27.16) 474 (10.43) 1715 (19.88)
— z ̪ 120 100 6,947 (32.02) 603 (12.00) 1,410 (18.30)
— ʐ 133 87 3,467 (25.86) 552 (11.41) 1,389 (18.18)
— ʑ 110 110 4,434 (28.02) 443 (10.01) 1724 (19.93)

FIGURE 1 | Spectrogram for the female participant’s articulation of /r/̝.
The arrow indicates the presence of a spectral occlusion for a tongue-palate
contact during trilling.
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yet accurately as possible, and finally, to ignore differences in
male and female pronunciations. Responses were made via a
keyboard button response. Participants pressed “f” on the
keyboard if they thought the two stimuli were different and “j”
if they thought the two stimuli were the same. The inter-trial
interval, during which the fixation point was presented, pseudo-
randomly varied between 835 and 1,250 ms. Trials timed-out
after 2,500 ms, at which point, the next trial began. Each
experimental session was divided into two blocks. Block order
was counterbalanced: Half of the participants completed the
Czech block first, while the other half of participants
completed the Polish block first. Each block included all
possible phoneme combinations, see Table 3. The experiment
took approximately 30 min. D-prime scores were calculated
based on proportion correct responses (Macmillan and
Creelman, 1991).

Participants heard five repetitions of each stimulus
combination (e.g., /ʑ/ – /ʑ/) at each signal-to-noise ratio
(i.e., +10, +5, 0, −5, −10). Thus, there were a total of 25
tokens for each comparison (e.g., 5 times of /ʑ/ – /ʑ/ at +10,
+5, 0, −5, −10 dB � 25 tokens). Order of presentation was
counterbalanced across trials (i.e., /ʑ/ – /ʐ/, /ʐ/ – /ʑ/).
Additionally, there was 1 male and 1 female voice for each
language. Participants heard the male voice followed by female
voice twice and the female voice followed by the male voice
twice for each level (e.g., /ʑ/ – /ʑ/ at +5 dB). The fifth trial for
each level included within-gender pairs. Each block had 150
trials, resulting in 300 total trials per participant. There were
equal numbers of “same” and “different” trials to balance the
distribution of “same” and “different” responses. No
comparisons were made where the comparisons had different
signal-to-noise ratios in any block.

Analysis
Prior to statistical analysis, trials with response times shorter than
300ms or longer than 2,400ms were discarded (Ratcliff, 1993). This
resulted in the removal of 3.4% of the total data. The d-prime score
(Macmillan and Creelman, 1991) for each fricative contrast for each
comparisonwas calculated on a by-participant basis. There were 1,534
total data points. All analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team,
2018).We submitted our results to a linear mixed-effects model using
lmer() in the {lme4} package (Bates et al., 2015). The dependent
variable was the d-prime score. Themodel included the fixed effects of
Comparison (Czech block, [1] /r/̝ – /z/, [2] /r/̝ – /ʒ/, and [3] /z/ – /ʒ/;
Polish block, [1] /z/̪ – /ʑ/, [2] /z/̪ – /ʐ/, and [3] /ʐ/ – /ʑ/) and Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (continuous variable), as well as a random by-participant
intercept. A random slope for Comparison was not included because
it resulted in a singular fit. All categorical variables were
dummy coded.

A linear mixed effects model was also fit for language effects
and had fixed effects of Language (Czech, Polish), Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (continuous), their interaction and a random slope and
intercept for the interaction between Participant and Comparison
[lmer(d-prime ∼ Language * Signal-to-Noise Ratio + (1 |
Comparison: Participant))]. The motivation for including
Comparison as a random effect was to eliminate individual
participant-level differences caused by specific segment
comparisons and instead to investigate the languages’ sibilant
systems as a functional unit to make typological generalizations.
Each model was tested for statistical significance using the
Anova() function in the {car} package (Fox and Weisberg,
2019). Post-hoc tests were done using a Tukey correction for
multiple comparisons using the {emmeans} package (Length
et al., 2018). All data visualization was done with {ggplot2}
(Wickham, 2016).

MDS was performed using cmdscale() in the base {stats}
package. For the MDS analysis, the perceptual space was
calculated for each individual listener using their d-prime
scores. The input matrix for each participant was derived from
the mean d-prime score for each comparison in each of the two
conditions (Czech or Polish) across all signal-to-noise ratios. The
result was a single input score for each comparison. Plots were
made using the average coordinates for each segment. This allowed
us to compare the perceptual areas using the area formed by the
triangle for each three segments in each language (Howson and
Monahan, 2019; Howson and Monahan, 2020). Areas were
compared using a paired samples t-test, such that the
perceptual space for Czech and Polish was directly compared
for each participant. We also compared the COG, F1, and F2
for the stimuli used in this experiment usingMDS. Our goal was to
assess which acoustic factor played the largest role—if any—in the
perceptual results observed in this study. To generate the input
dissimilarity matrix, we subtracted the lowest value (for COG, F1,
and F2) from the highest value for each pair of segments and then
converted the result to ERB. The matrix was calculated from the
averagemeasures because there were only two tokens (1male and 1
female) used in the experiment. We used ERB values instead of the
Hz measurements because they more accurately reflect perceptible
differences. The ERB scale is modelled after perceptible differences
between different Hz frequencies. Therefore, 1 ERB in Hz ranges
where humans are more sensitive to differences (i.e., lower Hz
ranges) is not the same Hz value as 1 ERB in ranges where humans
are less sensitive to differences (i.e., higher Hz ranges). For
example, 37 ERB (∼20 kHz) is not 37 times the Hz value of 1
ERB (∼31 Hz). MDS generates coordinates on an arbitrary x- and
y-axis. The axis values are numerically related to the input values,
but they are not d-primes or ERB, per se. In other words, if larger
numbers are used in the input matrix (e.g., COG, formants), it will
generate coordinates on larger axes. If smaller numbers are used in
the input matrix (e.g., d-prime), it will generate coordinates on
smaller axes. For this reason, it is only possible to directly compare
the areas of MDS solutions that have the same units (i.e., either
d-prime, or COG) as the input matrix. In the Results and
Discussion sections, we only present comparisons between the
Czech and Polish areas when the input matrices were of the same
units (i.e., d-primes, COG, F1, or F2).

TABLE 3 | Mean d-prime values for each comparison in the Czech experimental
block (SD in brackets).

/z/ /ʒ/

/r/̝ 1.55 (2.04) 0.57 (1.94)
/ʒ/ 1.91 (2.07) — —
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RESULTS

In Section Czech Results, the d-prime results for the Czech results
are presented with a brief discussion in Section Discussion of
Czech Results, followed by the Polish results in Section Polish
Results and a discussion in Section Discussion of Polish Results.
The results of the cross-language comparisons are presented in
Section Language Results with a discussion in Section Discussion
of Language Results. MDS results are presented in Section Multi-
Dimensional Scaling Results and a brief discussion of the results is
presented in Section Discussion of Multi-Dimensional Scaling
Results.

Czech Results
The linear model revealed main effects of Comparison [χ2(2) � 74.61,
p< 0.001] and Signal-to-Noise Ratio [χ2(1)� 376.36, p< 0.001], and a
Comparison × Signal-to-Noise Ratio interaction [χ2(2) � 10.87, p �
0.004]. The R2 was 0.68. Figure 2 presents a violin plot of the main
effect of Comparison (left) and a scatterplot of the d-prime results with
the slope for the continuous variable Signal-to-Noise Ratio (right). The
post-hoc analysis revealed that the /r/̝ – /ʒ/ pair (d-prime: 0.57) was
significantly different from /r/̝ – /z/ (d-prime: 1.55, p< 0.001) and /z/ –
/ʒ/ (d-prime: 1.91, p< 0.001), but the /r/̝ – /z/ (d-prime: 1.55) and /z/ –
/ʒ/ (d-prime: 1.91) pairswere not different (p� 0.064). The interaction
was such that in every signal-to-noise level the discrimination for each
comparison decreased; however, the slope for /r/̝ – /ʒ/ was
significantly different than the other two comparisons: /r/̝ – /ʒ/
had a slope of -0.137 compared to -0.202 for /r/̝ – /z/ (p � 0.012)
and -0.201 for /z/ – /ʒ/ (p � 0.014). Table 3 presents means and
standard deviations of the d-primes for the Comparison condition,
andTable 4presents themean and standard deviation of the d-primes
for the different signal-to-noise conditions. Post-hoc tests are reported
in Supplementary Tables S1, S2 in the Supplementary Material.

Discussion of Czech Results
Results indicated that /r/̝ and /ʒ/ are more confusable than the other
segmental contrasts examined here. Overall, d-primes for the pair
were highest in the +10 dB and +5 dB conditions, where the /z/ – /r/̝

and /z/ – /ʒ/ pairs were near ceiling; however, themean d-prime for /r/̝
– /ʒ/ was lower comparedwith the other two comparisons even in the
signal-to-noise ratio conditions with the lowest noise levels. This
indicates poorer perceptual discriminability between /r/̝ and /ʒ/
overall, but that the comparison was less affected by noise. The
data showed that the slope for the d-prime score was −0.137 but
was −0.202 and −0.201 for the other comparisons. Moreover, while
the d-prime for /r/̝– /z/ was lower than /z/ – /ʒ/, the differencewas not
significantly different. Signal-to-noise ratio influenced participants’
discrimination sensitivity of sibilant contrasts. Global d-prime by
signal-to-noise ratio was also much higher for the other comparisons
when looking at /r/̝ – /ʒ/. This result is expected given that the trill-
fricative and the palato-alveolar had a similar degree of tongue
grooving (Howson et al., 2015). Based on the similarity, Howson
et al. (2015) suggested that the degree of grooving generates acoustic-
perceptual similarities in the frication produced by the two segments.
One of the primary points of contrast between /r,̝ ʒ/ is trilling, which is
often lost during casual speech (Pavlík, 2013). While this may
generally play a role in their perceptual confusability, we ensured
that the tokens used in the current experiment contained trilling.
Finally, the signal-to-noise results indicate that noise levels have a
strong effect on the discrimination of the Czech fricative contrasts. As
anticipated, higher noise levels reduced discrimination sensitivity.

Polish Results
The linearmodel revealedmain effects of Comparison [χ2(2)� 250.91,
p < 0.001] and Signal-to-Noise Ratio [χ2(1) � 39.12, p < 0.001], but no

FIGURE 2 | Violin plot for the Czech d-prime results (A). Scatterplot of the d-prime results with regression lines for the factor Signal-to-Noise Ratio (B).

TABLE 4 |Mean d-prime values for each signal-to-noise level in each experimental
block and the inter-language comparison (SD in brackets).

Signal-to-noise
ratio

Czech Polish Inter-language comparison

−10 dB 2.89 (1.84) 2.08 (1.70) 2.48 (1.78)
−5 dB 2.37 (1.94) 2.06 (1.63) 2.25 (1.76)
0 dB 1.61 (1.71) 1.90 (1.75) 1.78 (1.75)
5 dB 0.55 (1.54) 1.41 (1.68) 1.10 (1.71)
10 dB −0.71(1.09) 1.04 (1.41) 0.45 (1.57)
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Comparison × Signal-to-Noise Ratio interaction [χ2(2) � 4.06, p �
0.131]. The R2 metric was 0.56. Figure 3 presents a violin plot for the
main effect of Comparison (left) and a scatterplot of the d-prime
results with the slope for the continuous variable Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(right). Post-hoc tests revealed that the comparison of /z/̪ – /ʑ/
(d-prime: 3.04) with /z/̪ – /ʐ/ (d-prime: 0.74, p < 0.001), and with
/ʐ/ – /ʑ/ (d-prime: 1.32, p < 0.001) were significant. The difference
between /z/̪ – /ʐ/ (d-prime: 0.74) and /ʐ/ – /ʑ/ (d-prime: 1.33, p <
0.001) was also significant. Table 4 presents the mean and standard
deviation of the d-primes for the Signal-to-Noise Ratio condition, and
Table 5 presents the mean and standard deviation of the d-primes for
each comparison. Post-hoc tests are reported in Supplementary
Tables S3, S4 in the Supplementary Material.

Discussion of Polish Results
In the Polish three-way contrast, /z/̪ and /ʑ/ were the easiest to
discriminate with higher average d-primes scores compared to all
other contrasts (Supplementary Material). This suggests that the
greater acoustic distinction between /z/̪ and /ʑ/ than for /ʐ/ and
/ʑ/ results in a better perceptual contrast. The large distance
between the dental and alveolopalatal with respect to both COG
and vocalic transitions yields a robust contrast. The high
dispersion in COG and formant values between /ʐ/ – /ʑ/ and
especially /z/̪ – /ʑ/ likely led to the high d-prime scores. The
discrimination between /z/̪ – /ʐ/ and /ʐ/ – /ʑ/ had lower d-prime
scores than /z/̪ – /ʑ/. The d-prime scores between /z/̪ – /ʐ/ were
particularly low. This is possibly due to less obvious F1 and F2
transitional differences compared to the contrast between /ʐ/ –
/ʑ/. See Table 2 in section Stimuli for a presentation of the average
COG, F1, and F2 measures for each sibilant.

It is likely the case that the dental and alveolopalatal are
mapped on to the alveolar and postalveolar categories,
respectively; however, the additional confusion of the retroflex
(i.e., the lower d-prime scores) when compared with both the
dental and alveolopalatal suggests that there may be a mismatch
in the mapping of the retroflex to any single segment in the Czech
listeners’ perceptual space.

Language Results
There was no main effect of Language [χ2(1) � 2.57, p � 0.109],
but there was a significant effect of Signal-to-Noise Ratio [χ2(1) �
336.05, p < 0.001] and a Language × Signal-to-Noise Ratio

FIGURE 3 | Violin plots for the Polish d-prime results (A). Scatterplot of the d-prime results with regression lines for the factor Signal-to-Noise (B).

TABLE 5 | Mean d-prime values for each comparison in the Polish experimental
block (SD in brackets).

/z/̪ /ʑ/

/ʐ/ 0.74 (1.40) 1.33 (1.50)
/ʑ/ 3.04 (1.20) — —

FIGURE 4 | Scatterplot of the interaction of Language × Signal-to-Noise
with regression lines.
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interaction [χ2(1) � 96.51, p < 0.001]. The R2 was 0.629. Figure 4
presents the interaction between Language × Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
Post-hoc tests revealed that the interaction between Czech (−0.180)
and Polish (−0.054) slopes for the factor Signal-to-Noise Ratio (p <
0.001) was significant. The Pearson’s r correlation coefficient
between Signal-to-Noise Ratio and d-prime for Czech was −0.610
and for Polish−0.229, further indicating a larger impact of noise level
on Czech than Polish. Table 4 also presents a summary of the
d-prime and standard deviations (SD) results by signal-to-noise
ratio. The post-hoc tests are reported in Supplementary Tables S5,
S6 in the Supplementary Material.

Discussion of Language Results
The Polish sibilant contrasts remainedmore perceptually salient when
embedded in noise than the Czech contrasts. The interaction between
Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Language revealed that at the lowest levels
of noise, participants better discriminated the Czech categories
compared to the Polish categories. This is expected because Czech
is the native language of our participants; however, as noise levels
increased, the d-primes for Czech decreased, and for signal-to-noise
ratios of −5 dB and −10 dB, the Czech d-primes are lower than those
for Polish. This is particularly striking considering that the listeners
were native speakers of Czech. Overall, these results suggest that the
contrasts in the Czech inventory become less discriminable under
degraded listening conditions, while the Polish contrasts have more
robust cues that are easier to perceive even in higher noise levels.

Multi-Dimensional Scaling Results
The MDS results revealed that the relationship between the segments
in the Czech and Polish inventories yielded triangles of different sizes
in the perceptual space and the results of a two-sided paired t-test
revealed a significant difference [t(21) � −2.99, p � 0.007]. The mean
of the differences was −1.44: The mean area for Czech was 3.18 (SD:
2.13) and the mean area for Polish was 4.62 (SD: 3.07). Figure 5
presents the average perceptual space for Czech and Polish, which
represents the average coordinates for each of the segments across all

participants. In Figure 5, relatively small numbers can be observed
largely because the input coordinates tomeasure the area generally fall
between −1 and 1. As a result, the typical perceptual area of each
participant is not that large except for a few participants, who had
larger perceptual spaces within the context of the current experiment.
Figure 6 presents the paired results with a boxplot.

The results from the COGMDS for Czech and Polish revealed
similar patterns in the perceptual space with respect to dispersion
and location; however, the Polish sibilants occupied a larger space
(647.96 units2) than Czech (600.97 units2). Figure 7 presents the
COG MDS results.

The MDS results for F1 revealed that the Polish system
occupied a larger space (12.81 units2) than the Czech system
(2.34 units2); however, for F2, the Czech system occupied a larger
space (48.84 units2) than the Polish system (14.24 units2).
Figure 8 presents the F1 and F2 MDS results.

Discussion of Multi-Dimensional Scaling
Results
The MDS plots revealed differences in the overall placement of the
Czech and Polish segments within the perceptual space of Czech
listeners. There were relative differences in the distances between
individual segments and their relationship between each other. The
overall perceptual spaces were also different. The evidence suggests
that the Czech perceptual space is smaller overall, and the three-way
contrast is relatively rare, at least in part, due to the reduced perceptual
salience between the segments. Polish, on the other hand, is
typologically more common because the acoustic cues work in
conjunction to a create a more disperse acoustic-perceptual space.

Both theCOGandF1measurements indicated that these are larger
for the Polish sibilant system than the Czech system; however, F2
primarily distinguishes /z/̪ and /ʐ/ from /ʑ/. Czech, on the other hand,

FIGURE 5 | Multidimensional Scaling plot for the perceptual spaces in
Czech (red) and Polish (blue).

FIGURE 6 | Boxplot that presents the paired results for the perceptual
space. Each of the lines connect the each of the participant’s Czech and
Polish d-prime scores used for comparison in the statistical analysis.
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makes robust use of F2. As a result, there are larger distances between
segments, occupying more total area in the MDS space. COG still
appears to be utilized in Czech, although its distribution is not as large
as it is for Polish.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

We performed an AX discrimination task of Czech and Polish
sibilants. The data revealed that Czech listeners had a relatively
poor ability to distinguish acoustic-perceptual differences between
the trill-fricative and palato-alveolar segments in noise. Noise also had

a strong negative effect on listeners’ ability to distinguish all contrasts
in Czech. The Czech listeners’ ability to distinguish Polish segments
was also low overall; however, the differences between the dental and
alveolopalatal segments created a robust contrast across signal-to-
noise ratios. The other two comparisons (i.e., dental versus retroflex
and retroflex versus alveolopalatal) had lower d-prime scores, but
participants were also largely unaffected by signal-to-noise ratios.
There were no overall d-prime differences between the two languages,
but an interaction with signal-to-noise ratio revealed that the Czech
contrasts were more difficult to discriminate in higher noise levels.
Finally, the MDS results revealed less dispersion among the Czech
segments than the Polish segments within the perceptual space.

FIGURE 7 | Multidimensional Scaling lot for the COG measures for Czech (red) and Polish (blue) sibilants.

FIGURE 8 | Multidimensional Scaling for the F1 and F2 measures for Czech (red) and Polish (blue) sibilants.
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Returning to our predictions, we observed dispersion in the
Czech sibilant inventory that roughly correlates to three separate
quadrants for each segment. The dispersion approximately
matched the Polish inventory; however, the spatial positioning
and dispersion differed between segments. This is consistent with
our hypothesis concerning an acoustic-perceptual displacement of
segments for Czech. Flemming (2002) hypothesized that
phonological inventories will maximize distinction between
segments. What we observed for Czech listeners is that the
rearrangement of segments through different acoustic-perceptual
cues generates a robust contrast. The COG and F2 measures are
most prominent in Czech while COG and F1 are more prominent
in Polish. We also observed a larger perceptual space for Polish
segments than Czech segments, despite all participants being L1
Czech speakers with little to no prior knowledge of Polish. The
maximization of a few acoustic-perceptual cues (i.e., COG and F1
or COG and F2) is consistent with Flemming (2002), adhering to
the second principle, that is, maximize the distinctiveness of
contrasts. To maintain this principle, only a few of the possible
acoustic-perceptual properties are modified instead of maximizing
all possible contrastive properties. This observation also explains
wider sibilant typologies: Cross-linguistically, certain contrasts are
common (e.g., /s, ʃ/), but a myriad of other contrasts are possible
and are observed.

Finally, we also observed less robust perception of the Czech
contrasts in the higher signal-to-noise ratio conditions compared to
the Polish contrasts. This is surprising given that, again, participants
were L1 Czech speakers, who had little or no experience with Polish.
This suggests that the cues involved in the Polish three-way contrast
are likely resistant to increased noise and might explain why it is the
most common three-way sibilant system in the world.

CONCLUSION

In short, considering the noise comparisons, there is greater
difficulty maintaining the Czech inventory relative to the more
common Polish inventory. Despite this, the Czech sibilant
inventory appears to be stable. Acoustic-perceptual cues
maximize contrast and minimize articulatory effort. Perceptual
dispersion similarities across the two sibilant systems indicate
that maintenance across several acoustic-perceptual cues is
possible, and Czech shows few signs of losing this
typologically rare inventory.
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